Ireland

28th Sept – 5th Oct 2019
from £599

The Down low
Ireland is a magical place, not known for its tropical temperatures and sunshine, but it happens to be
one of the windiest locations and has some of the most formidable surf on the planet. Not to
mention endless open beaches in all directions, lagoons, inlets, harbours and just about every water
sport condition you can think of. Having frequented the west coast for the last 20yrs, we have got to
know it well and searched out the best spots, people, and accommodation to come up with an
awesome programme.
Mahares & Brandon Bay, on the South Western corner of the island, the expansive bays offering
sessions up in a number of different wind directions. Starting and finishing each day in self catered
ambient cottage accommodation right on the beach front.

Logistics
This is a road trippin’ adventure. We will drive from Poole to Mahares in a day via the Pembroke Rosslare ferry and take the same route back in a day also. Though there are also options to fly in to
Kerry or Cork airport.
Alternatively, you can either bring your own van/car or reserve a seat in one of our 2 trucks.

Day to Day
This is a total immersion, all action kitesurf/sup/adventure and our only trip not restrained by the
pain of airline baggage limitations! Hence, bring it all!
Kite kit, surfboard, foil, sups, windsurf, bikes, walking boots, the lot. We will be searching out wind
and waves everyday and building in some Irish adventure magic...and maybe the odd guinness and a
jig to some Irish folk music.

Kit Rental
Option 1: £175pw includes – 2x kites, 1x twin tip, 1x bar, harness, helmet & buoyancy aid
Option 2: £225pw includes – 3x kites, 1x twin tip, 1x surf board, 1x bar, harness
SUPs: £40 inflatable, £60 wave sup
What’s Included
£599 for the week gets you; accommodation, breakfast, awesome coaching and vast local knowledge & guidance
from our team, hours and hours of kiting and epic memories.
Extra’s to consider; seat in our vehicle will be £125 (excl fuel), dinners and drinks, kit rental if needed.

For more information and to book; t: 01202 744055 e:holidays@easy-riders.co.uk
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